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Abstract
Title of Research paper: Economic Analysis of Vessel SOx Emission Reduction
Measures in the Context of China
Degree：

MSc

With the rapid development of the world trade, the shipping industry is experiencing
a rapid increase. Yet, there is an urgent issue deserving much attention. Ships
produce substances that cause air pollution. For example, the flue produces NOx,
COx, especially SOx. The impact of the massive emissions of these substances to the
atmosphere is increasing.

In the context of IMO , the MARPOL Convention was implemented in January 2020.
As I know , MARPOL Annex VI

lowered the global sulfur emission standard from

3.5% to 0.5%. It focuses on no marine pollution but air pollution not only in China,
but also in the world. Normally, there are two measures for controlling SOx
emission,one is using low sulphur bunker, another one is Scrubber. This project
comprehensively analyzes the current status and problems of ship's air pollution
emissions, analyzes the main emission reduction measures to reduce ship's
atmospheric emissions, and conducts economic analysis of emission reduction
measures. I will apply both Quantitative and Qualitative methods to select which way
is much better to control SOx emissions, so as to provide decision supports for the
formulation and implementation of emission reduction measures in China.
Key words ： Air pollution, MARPOL, Control emission, Reduction measure ，
Scrubber，Low-sulphur bunker.
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Economic Analysis of Vessel SOx Emission
Reduction Measures in the

Context

of

China
Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Research Topic
A research topic is a broad subject matter addressed by a study. With the
development of the world trade, the shipping industry is getting a rise .However,
there is an urgent issue deserving much attention. Ships produce substances that
cause air pollution(Christer Ågren AirClim 2019). The flue produces Nox, Sox,
COx, and volatile organic compounds produced by tankers. The impact of the
massive emissions of these substances to the atmosphere is increasing (Kang, H.,
Wang, G., Bang, H., & Woo, S. 2015).

According to the information provided by Norway to IMO1, Norwegian ships emit
NOx 6.02 million tons per year, which accounts for 7% of the world's total emissions;
SOx 6.34 million tons, accounting for 4% of the world's total emissions; COx annual
emissions approximately 1.24 million tons, accounting for 2% of the world's total
emissions; VOC380,000 tons (Christer Ågren AirClim 2019). The polluted
atmosphere can affect the climatic and coastal countries beyond 1000 km away.
Among the pollutants, SO2 and SO3 in SOx are the culprit of acid rain.
1

IMO: International Maritime Organization
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The 70th MEPC2 meeting held in October 2016 lowered the global sulfur emission
standard from 3.5% to 0.5%, and the MEPC decided to start implementation of
MARPOL3 on January 1, 2020.

The policy of controlling sulfur emissions in the European Union and North America
is also very strict. The EU in advance implemented the sulfur oxide emission
standard in MARPOL 73/78 Annex VI before 2020, and gradually expanded the
scope of application of the sulfur emission standard. North America has also
advanced the implementation time of sulfur emission control standards. From this, it
can be seen that the international community is accelerating the legislative process
and continuously strengthening the control of ship sulfur emissions in China.

1.2 Research Problem
A research problem is a general issue about topic, concern, or controversy addressed
in research that narrows the topic (Creswell, J. W. 2012). Pollution emissions from
maritime bunker cause air pollution. After stating the topic in the opening discussion,
I then narrow the topic down to a specific research problem or issue，SOx emission
from maritime bunker. Recall that a research problem is an shipping industrial issue,
concern, or controversy that the researcher investigates.

I am justifying my research problem based on evidence from my study experiences
before. So research problem was based on the courses that I once took , which is
called Environmental Issues of Maritime Transport (ENV). In the course it has been

2
3

MEPC: Maritime Environment Protection Committee
MARPOL: Maritime Agreement Regarding Oil Pollution of Liability
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mentioned that the MARPOL will be applied in 2020. At that time, the shipping
company will suffer an urgent situation (Moon. J, 1986).

Justifying a research problem means giving out reasons for the importance of
studying the problem or concern. As is shown in the following Figure 1, we can
justify the importance of this environment issue by citing evidence from:
◆ Other researchers and experts’ suggestion
◆ Experiences in the workplace
◆ Personal experiences
These justifications drawn from different sources are used in different types of
methodologies , such as quantitative or qualitative ones (Creswell, J. W. 2012).

Figure 1. Research problem

A purpose is a major intent or objective of a study used to address a problem
(Creswell, J. W. 2012). I will state the purpose of my study as follows: “ The
purpose of my study is to identify an economical way to control SOx emissions” .
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China is a major country in international trade, and the issue of shipping emissions
control is quite important. This article analyzes the current status of air emissions
from ships, and analyzes the main measures for controlling ships’ SOx emissions,
and the economic analysis of emission reduction measures provides decision
supports for the formulation and implementation of emission reduction measures for
shipping companies in China.

1.3 Research Question
A Research question is usually short, general, so that you would like to answer it in
the study(Creswell, J. W. 2012). Obviously, if we want the shipping industry to
significantly reduce air pollution, it must take urgent actions. In terms of
governmental intervention, the rules and regulations in the form of mandatory
emission standards are first used, often referred to as the Command and Control
(CAC) method. MARPOL is a kind of method of CAC(Shuoma.2019).

In this research，research questions narrow the purpose down into specific questions
that the researcher would like to answer or address in the study. I will ask, “which
way is better for control SOx emission in China?

--Scrubber ？ --Low sulphur

bunker？

Chapter 2. Literature Review
As far as I know, the basis of this paper is the MARPOL Convention to be
implemented in 2020. SOx emission control is becoming increasingly urgent. The
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main contents of the MARPOL Convention are as follows (IMO, 2020).
In October 1973 the International Maritime Organization (IMO) held the
International Conference on Marine Pollution in London and passed the 1973
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships. In February
1978 the International Conference on Tanker Safety and Pollution Prevention passed
the Protocol modifying the Convention, which would also be implemented together
with the Convention (Djadjev, 2015). They are collectively known as
The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973 as
modified by the Protocol of 1978 (MARPOL73/78). MARPOL is divided into six
annexes:
Annex Ⅰ Prevention of pollution by oil & oily water (compulsory annex), effective
October 2, 1983;
Annex Ⅱ Control of pollution by noxious liquid substances in bulk (compulsory
annex), effective April 6, 1987 (Djadjev, 2015);
Annex Ⅲ Prevention of pollution by harmful substances carried by sea in packaged
form (optional annex), effective July 1, 1992;
Annex Ⅳ Pollution by sewage

from

ships (optional

annex), effective

September 27, 2003;
Annex Ⅴ Pollution by garbage from ships (optional annex), effective December 31,
1988;
Annex Ⅵ Prevention of air pollution from ships (optional annex), established
September 26, 1997, effective May 19, 2005.

5

The international community has long been concerned with air pollution caused by
ships, especially the nitrogen oxides (NOx) in

exhaust gas. Such concerns can be

traced back to the 1970s when MARPOL 73/78 was first adopted. At that time,
however, the IMO did not include air pollution in the Convention. Regarding global
concerns about environmental pollution, the IMO’s Marine Environmental Protection
Committee (MEPC) officially started to discuss and review issues relating to
preventing air pollution from ships in 1988 (IMO, 2020).

Annex VI of MARPOL73/78 restricts the amount of sulfur oxides (SOx) and
nitrogen oxides (NOx) in ship exhausts and prohibits deliberate emission of
ozone-depleting substances. The Annex also sets the global cap for sulfur content in
fuels and calls the IMO to monitor the average sulfur content in fuels worldwide
after MARPOL enters into force. The Annex allows the establishment of special
control areas for SOx emission in order to exercise more strict control over sulfur
emission (Djadjev, 2015). In the control areas, the sulfur content in fuels used by
ships shall not exceed 0.5%; otherwise the ship must install exhaust gas cleaning
equipment or use other technical means to limit SOx emissions.

The supply and demand of low-sulfur oil refers to the correlation between supply and
demand of low-sulfur oil in market economies in China. The price of low sulphur
fuel oils affects the shipping company’ choice. If the suppliers of low sulphur fuel
oils increase，the price will drop, the shipping companies will prefer to choose low
sulphur as the solution to control SOx emission. It also reflects the relationship
between suppliers (mainly producers) and buyers of low-sulfur oil in the market
("Marketing Research", 1958). There are three possible supplies and demand models
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for low-sulfur oil, just like all other goods: supply is greater than demand,

demand

is greater than supply, and equilibrium. Assume the price of low-sulfur oil depends
on its supply and demand, then the price would rise if demand is greater than supply,
and vice versa (Borch, 1968). Therefore, equilibrium is the ideal status and will not
result in price change.

Major global oil corporations have all had schemes to produce LSFO: ExxonMobil,
Lukoil, Total, Shell, BP, etc, and have successively announced their projects, their
production capacity and supplying branches.Sinopec has also listed the production of
LSFO for ships in the “13th Five-Year Plan.” However, there is still a huge gap
between the published production capacity and global market demand. All the above
will affect shipping companies’ decision (Shuo ma.2020).

Figure 2. The effect on the use of new technology

As for the ship, if it would keep the emission level at P1, the total emission control
cost is the area represented by A + B and the total emission cost payment is C + D +
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E. If there is new technology available(Scrubber), applying the Scrubber will enable
the ship to reduce its marginal control cost from MCC to MCC1. If the scrubber is
employed, the total control cost would be in the area B + D and the tax cost payment
would be E.

So the net cost savings are the area A + C : the

area A is control cost

savings and the area C tax cost savings.

If the regulatory instrument with uniform emission standard is applied, the total cost
savings would only be area A . Therefore, area C represents an extra incentive for the
shipowner to invest in new technology (Shuo ma.2020). It means that using new
technology increases big changes in emission cost.

Traditional methods may not be sufficient enough to eliminate air pollution caused
by the shipping industry. The IMO is the principle administrative agency of
international shipping. Its primary approach is to establish technical standards that
are to be implemented by member states. This approach is often referred to as
“command-and-control,” which is clear, flexible and executable. However, possible
criticism may suggest that this approach may be inefficient because applying
universal standards could neglect the difference in the costs of controlling pollution
for different polluters. Thus, some endorse an economical approach, a.k.a.
market-oriented approach, which is to encourage the adoption of more up-to-date and
advanced control technologies by offering economic incentives to polluters with low
cost of control. The market-oriented approaches have been successfully applied in
many cases, and now it is the best time to adopt the approach within the IMO
frameworks as supplementary tools for reducing ship emissions and achieving the
overall environmental goals (Shuo ma.2020).
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In addition, only voyage charters shall be analyzed in this paper, because the
responsibilities of voyage charter parties and time charter parties are clearly different.
Voyage charters can be defined as legal contracts – the shipowner allows the lessee
to carry specific cargo on a specific ship on a specific voyage for an agreed amount.
Voyage charters can be subdivided into one-way voyage charters, round-trip voyage
charters and multiple voyage charters (Charter parties, 2020).

For time charters, the shipowner leases the ship to the lessee for an agreed period.
The rent is calculated based on the duration rather than the number of completed
voyages. Within the chartered period, the lessee may use the ship to transport cargo
or passengers, or sublease the ship for freight income or rent.

However, responsibilities associated with the two charters are different: For time
charters, the shipowner is responsible for the ship’s operation, but the commercial
right of control belongs to the lessee. The shipowner shall bear all costs associated
with crew support, maintenance and insurance, but the lessee shall pay for bunkers
and port fees(Charter parties, 2020). For voyage charters, the shipowner is
responsible for both technical and commercial management of the ship, and should
afford not only all expenses associated with crew, maintenance and insurance, but
also all other costs, including bunkers and port fees (Ship. Charter-Party, 1911).

The ways to pay rent are also different between time charter and voyage charter.
Time charter parties: For time charters, the lessee pays rent every day. Voyage
charter parties: For voyage charters, the lessee is obliged to pay for freight costs to
the shipowner. Freight costs are calculated, based on the amount of cargo carried or
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shipped, or the total costs (regardless the number of ships and whether the rent paid
to consigner has reached the prescribed limit). When we analyse the cash-flow, we
should pay attention to the difference between time charter and voyage charter.
Because these two charter parties have totally different operation cost and capital
cost.

Chapter 3. Methodology
In this thesis, I will carry out a quantitative and qualitative analysis through analysis,
induction, deduction, interview and survey. The theme of this paper is to explore the
economic analysis of whether to install a desulfurization scrubber or use low sulfur
oil under the IMO's policy for controlling sulfur emissions in China, and further, I
will conduct a qualitative analysis through an interview to discuss why each shipping
company chooses the way they do. I will apply quantitative cash-flow analysis the
cost efficiency for both methods, after qualitative interview continue using
quantitative survey to analysis relationship of each factors in China.

3.1 Quantitative Method
We know that quantitative analysis is an analysis of the quantitative characteristics,
quantitative relations and quantitative changes of economic phenomena. In
investment analysis, researchers will use mathematical models to analyze the
obtained data. Through the analysis, I will evaluate the operation of shipping
companies and make investment judgments in China. The subjects of quantitative
analysis are mainly data statements, such as Balance Sheet, Income Statement,
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Statement of Retained Earnings, etc. We often use these data to reveal and describe a
certain phenomenon or development trend. In this project, the Balance Sheet can
directly show the capital situations of the shipping companies in each scenario.
Survey is a commonly used tool for quantitative analysis (Creswell, J. W. 2012). In
this article, I will first use quantitative investigation to analyze whether it is more
economical to install desulfurization scrubber or select low-sulfur oil after IMO
MARPOL convention is implemented in the future. Quantitative analysis is a method
to establish mathematical model based on statistical data, and calculate the indexes
and values of the analysis subject with mathematical model. So I will list all kinds of
balance sheets and show the results through the final figures. In addition, I will use a
simple survey to analyze each shipping company's views on which method to choose
in China.

3.1.1 Cash-flow
Cash flow is the blood of an enterprise, and cash flow statement is the blood system
of an enterprise. A company without profit is likely to survive, and a company
without cash flow is bound to die. However, most bosses regard profit as their
business target, but ignore that cash flow is more important than profit. Cash flow =
cash inflow - cash outflow (Lewellen & Lewellen, 2010). Cash flow greater than
zero is positive cash flow, which means cash flows into the enterprise. Cash flow less
than zero is negative cash flow, which means cash flows out of the enterprise. So, the
cash flow statement is the blood system of an enterprise. In cash-flow there are many
important elements needing to be pay attention，such as NPV or IRR.
NPV: Net Present Value (NPV)4 is the difference between the value of cash inflow
4

NPV: Net Present Value
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and the value of cash outflow over a period of time. NPV is used to calculate the
investment budget and make the investment plan to analyze the expected investment
value or the profitability of the project(Arnold & Crack, 2004).
The following formula is used to calculate NPV:

Formula 1. NPV

When the NPV is positive, it means that the estimated benefits from the project
investment exceed the expected costs, which shows that when NPV is positive,
investment will be profitable, and when NPV is negative, investment will cause
losses. In addition to the formula itself, you can also use excel tables, spreadsheets
and calculators to calculate the net present value (Arnold & Crack, 2004).

IRR: Internal rate of return (IRR)5 refers to the discount rate when the accumulated
net present value is 0. This IRR means the maximum depreciation rate that the
project can bear. The formula for IRR is:
IRR=a+[NPVa/(NPVa-NPVb)]*(b-a)
Where:
a, b are the discount rate.
Formula 2. IRR

5

IRR: Internal Rate of Return
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IRR depends on the internal part of the project. It can be calculated when the
investment amount, construction and operation period, and cash flow is
known (Bhattacharyya, 2004). It does not need to determine the external factors in
advance, so that it is called internal.

Net Present Value (NPV) refers to how much money we can make in the project
cycle considering the time value of money (inflation and devaluation). Internal Rate
of Return (IRR) refers to the maximum devaluation rate that we can bear in the
project cycle considering the time value of money (inflation and devaluation). More
generally, it is assumed that if we take a loan to invest in this project, what is the
maximum annual interest rate that we can bear. IRR is the rate of return that takes
into account the time value of money. It is a weighted result that considers the
amount and time of cash inflow and outflow in each period (Arnold & Crack, 2004).

3.1.2 Survey
Survey is an important method for researcher to collect the quantitative data. In the
survey process, a valuable questionnaire can not only correctly reflect the purpose of
the surveyor, but also accurately convey the ideas of the respondents. It is an
information link connecting both the surveyor and the respondent.

After recovering from the questionnaires, the surveyor analyzes, summarizes and
concludes the information in the questionnaires, and then writes the survey report
according to the obtained survey results. Therefore, a survey plays an important role
in this project. First, it links up the above cash flow to further collecting the macro
data of each shipping company in China, judging the industry trend in China, and
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then guiding the following interview based qualitative research to determine the
judgment of professional practitioners’ views on low-sulfur oil and scrubbers. Then
the survey can work as a continue research for interview.

The quality of the questionnaire has a direct impact on the survey results and the
value of the survey report. The questionnaire plays a central role in the survey
process (Creswell, J. W. 2012). The role and process of the questionnaire in the
research are shown in the figure below,

Figure 3. Process of survey

3.1.3 Survey Guide
The first step in questionnaire design is to fully understand the purpose and content
of the survey. This step is actually to specify the information needed for the design of
the questionnaire. Second, collect the information needed for the survey. According
to the needs of the research, determine the contents to be understood and the data to
be collected, classify the existing data, and analyze what is the main data and what is
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the secondary data. Furthermore, it is necessary to determine the types of survey
methods, and different types of survey methods have different formats and
requirements for questionnaires (Creswell, J. W. 2012). Finally, determine the
content of each question. This step is to determine which questions are specifically
included in the questionnaire and what they should ask, and whether they can
accurately and effectively reflect upon the information needed for the survey.

For example, the survey consists of 150 people, including all levels of employees
from shipping companies in China, including sailors and seamen who are still
working on the ship, or in shipping companies, who are randomly selected to
participate in the survey. The survey was conducted by way of questionnaire survey
and later translated into Chinese. The Survey consists of 12 questions about whether
or not shipping company in China still using a measure. Calculate the data to find the
percentage of each question and analyze the cause of the change.

3.1.4 Regression Analysis
Regression analysis originated from the research of biology. The famous biologist
Darwin discovered a very interesting phenomenon at the end of the 19th century that
a father was tall, his son was taller, his father was shorter, and his son was shorter. in
conclusion, there is a close relationship between the height of the father and the
height of the son (Walker & Smith, 2016). In a large number of data analysis, it is
also found that there is a tendency for height to return to average height. This
phenomenon of average height tendency is called regression.

Regression analysis is a method of analyzing the relationship between the dependent
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variable and the independent variable. During the analysis establishing a function
equation that approximates the quantitative relationship between dependent variable
and the independent variable, and then we ca applying the regression equation to
predict the change of the dependent variable(Kilic, 2015).

For surveys, I use dichotomous variables for analysis. Dichotomous variables are just
the simplest of categorical variables. For example, gender is the most common form
of categorical variables. You only need to encode gender as: 1 = male, 0 = female.
The form in which a class variable is coded as 0 or 1 is called a dummy variable. In
actual research, the objects to be processed can be divided into three, four or even
more.Then, determine the factors that affect Y (the dependent variable). For example,
what are the factors that influence men and women to choose a job ? (Walker &
Smith, 2016)

Next is to set the model, which is regression analysis, and use software to complete
the analysis. I will choose Spass. In fact, the independent and dependent variables are
determined, the estimation method is also determined, and the model is basically
determined. Finally, do the analysis of data analysis results. We should take the
object wanted to analyze as the dependent variable. For example, I want to analyze
whether the shipping company wants to choose to install a desulfurization tower or
prefer to use low sulfur oil. Independent variable selection is the main influencing
factor that affects the choice of the scheme. Based on data analysis, it could find a
linear correlation or uncorrelation between these independent and dependent
variables.
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This paper adopts regression analysis method to explore the weight of influence of
each factor, so as to analyze the factors that affect the installation of desulfurization
tower. However, as a dependent variable, the willingness to install desulfurization
tower is a binary nominal variable, and as an independent variable, each variable is
an equal interval variable and a ratio variable, so that the Logistic regression model
can be adopted. The basic logic analysis is as follows:
If P represents the probability of an event occurring, 1-P represents the probability
that an event will not occur, and then the probability of an event occurring and the
probability that it will not occur (polynomial correlation) are as follows (Walker &
Smith, 2016):

The function of the probability of an event occurring is: p 

e f ( x)
1  e f ( x)

The function of the probability that an event will not occur is: 1  p 

1
1  e f ( x)

e f ( x)
f ( x)
p
 1 e
 e f ( x)
Then, odds 
1
1 p
1  e f ( x)

Since odds is not a linear model, regression analysis cannot be directly conducted.
Therefore, the natural logarithm of odds is taken, and odds is transformed into a
linear equation:





 p 
f ( x)
ln 
 f ( x)  B0  B1 X 1  ...  Bk X k
  ln e
1

p


Formula 3. Liner equation

Based on the practical research problems, this paper adopts the binary Logistic
regression model (Walker & Smith, 2016). Before carrying out the binary analysis,
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since there are multiple variables involved in this study, in order to make the model
more accurate and reasonable, this study first adopts Cross Chi-square analysis to
screen variables, and then carries out binary Logistic regression for the variables
after screening.

3.2 Qualitative Method
What is qualitative analysis? Qualitative analysis is the analysis of the nature of the
research subject. Specifically, we use the methods of induction and deduction,
analysis and synthesis, and abstraction and generalization to process all kinds of data
materials (Creswell, J. W. 2012). There are two different levels of qualitative
research. One is that there is no or lack of qualitative research of quantitative analysis,
and the conclusions tend to be general and more subjective; the other is higher-level
qualitative research based on quantitative analysis of the cash-flow. Therefore, after
the previous quantitative analysis results, I will use qualitative analysis to further
analyze the reasons that cause the company to choose which way to respond to IMO
implementation of MARPOL (MARPOL 73/78, 2020). Qualitative analysis focuses
on the description and interpretation of the doer, emphasizing the influence of
behavioral background factors. Most of its data collection methods are reliable
research and in-depth interviews to obtain the textual descriptions.

Therefore, I will select some people work in shipping industry in China and collect
data through interviews. My research questions and research steps lead to the
following use of qualitative analysis method, because it is semi-open, and helps to
discover and develop new ideas, but also has a certain structure, so that the
interviewees will not wonder off the topic. In this thesis, the understanding of the
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phenomenon is variable, and the real data has been developing. For example, the oil
price has been fluctuating. I believe that semi-structured interviews are an
appropriate and effective solution to this research, as more information about the
helper's values, attitudes and views, especially how they express their thoughts and
opinions, and their attitudes towards the current situation can be obtained.

3.2.1 Interview Introduction
There are many methods of qualitative analysis and data collection, such as
interviewing method and observation method, etc. But interviewing method can
obtain more and more valuable information about the research subject's
psychological activities and psychological characteristics, and it is more complex and
difficult to grasp than observation method (Creswell, J. W. 2012). Compared with
observation, interviews can understand the thoughts and emotional reactions of the
interviewees. Compared with a questionnaire survey, an interview has more
flexibility and space to explain the meaning. Compared with a physical analysis, an
interview has more flexibility, immediacy and meaning interpretation functions.

An interviewing method is a methodology for researchers to collect research data
through purposeful conversations with research subjects. More formal interviews
were conducted, according to uniform design requirements and structured
questionnaires. Semi-structured interviews have only a rough basic requirement on
the condition of interviewees and the questions to be asked, and the interviewees can
adjust flexibly according to the actual situation during the interview. As for the way
and sequence of questions, the way interviewees answer questions, the way of
interview records, and the time and place of interview, there are no uniform
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provisions and requirements, and the interviewers can flexibly deal with them
according to specific situations. The use of semi-structure is beneficial to the
initiative and creativity of interviewers and interviewees("QUANTITATIVE AND
QUALITATIVE METHOD IN SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH", 1942). It is
beneficial to expand and deepen the research of the question; and beneficial to deal
with new situations and questions that were not considered in the original interview
design.

For example, in this interview, I will randomly select 20 people who working in
shipping industry in China for this interview. Then, I will conduct in-depth analysis
according to the interview contents to find out why the shipping enterprises will have
the current choices under the premise of IMO's implementation of MARPOL
convention.

3.2.2 Interview Guide
First of all, the interview outline needs to be developed when the interview is
conducted. Prepare detailed interview outlines and questions, and master various
knowledge related to the interview content. During the interview, we must have a
clear understanding and grasp of the questionnaire contents. For example, the main
purpose of the interview is to collect those information.

Secondly, for the time and place of interview, the only requirement is that it is
convenient for the interviewee be there. As long as the interviewees can tell their full
story, we still need to limit the time to less than one and a half hours. The exploration
stage is extremely important. The main purpose of the interview is to let the
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interviewees express their ideas as freely as possible. The interviewee decides what
is important to him, so as to let them talk about the question as much as possible.
That is to say, we should not strictly control the interview process, but should try to
give the largest narrative space. You should also make sure not to interrupt his / her
conversation.

In a certain sense, interview technique is the technique of asking questions. For
example, consider the nature and characteristics of the questions. More acute,
complex, sensitive and threatening issues should be raised in a cautious and
circuitous manner.

3.3 Ethnics
All procedures in this study followed the general procedure of ethics. First of all, I
confirmed the project with the Norwegian social science data service (NSD)6. I can
assure you that I will not use any personal information in the paper, and that I will
secure the data and delete the research records after completing the project. In my
notification letter, I informed participants that personal information would be
anonymized. The copied interview information is saved on my personal laptop which
can be accessed only by password.

Secondly, in practice, researchers have a moral obligation to research participants,
that is, to interact with them in a humane, non-oppressive, non-coercive way, and pay
attention to their role as researchers. At the beginning of the interview and
questionnaire, I will introduce the purpose of the study in details to the interview and
6

NSD: Norwegian social science data service
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survey recipients to ensure that the interviewees understand the content and
significance of the project. For example, ‘I am a postgraduate at the World Maritime
University. The purpose of my research is to explore how shipping companies
choose their own way to solve the problem of sulfur emission control when IMO is
about to implement MARPOL.’

In addition, I will explain the main contents of the informed consent (for example,
confidentiality and anonymity, the interviewee's right to withdraw and delete data).
In addition, it is necessary to explain the recording needs and obtain the consent of
the interviewees. If the interviewee is unable to read and write, the consent of the
interviewee shall be obtained to start recording, the contents of the letter of
commitment shall be read aloud, and explanations shall be provided if necessary, and
then the oral consent of the interviewee shall be obtained to ensure that the whole
process is recorded (Creswell, J. W. 2012).

I am grateful to my respondents for being open about their good and bad experiences
and for sharing them with me. I know that I should not put pressure on my subjects
in any way, especially when they are trying to avoid certain sensitive topics. If I find
that the subject of my survey shows any discomfort during the interview, I shall not
continue to inquire about the subject. Sometimes, they do admit that they have not
thought about a question, and I give them time to stop and think. If they really have
nothing to say about a topic, I will skip the question and move on to the next topic. In
interviews, I constantly remind myself to be professional and ask questions as a
researcher, not as an old friend or acquaintance.
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I can survey and interview respondents in mandarin, but I have to transcribe it into
English, which may be biased, but I will try to keep the data accurate. Moreover, for
me and most of my respondents, English is not our first language, and at some point
it may be difficult for us to express ourselves. Of course, when I am working on my
thesis, new ideas may appear. Data analysis is a time-consuming and detailed process.
Over and over again, I read the recordings of the interviews and kept referring to the
concepts I discussed in the literature review. I will try my best to combine the data
with my literature theory to get an objective conclusion.

Chapter 4. Quantitative Cash-flow and
Analysis
4.1

Bunker Oil Price and Trend Analysis

Figure 4. Japan shipping bunker oil price
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The line graph illustrates fluctuations in the price change of 0.5% low sulphur fuel
oil and high sulphur bunker in a Japan over the years from 2019 to 2020, which
collected from Winter Database. And from APPENDIX:Ⅵ, you could find the
detailed data. As has been observed from this graph, it is clearly that in 2019 the
price of both two kind of bunkers was stable.

But in 2020, these two kind bunkers’ price declined to different extents. In the
January 2020, 0.5 % low sulphur fuel oil had the highest price. In the following years,
however, low sulphur continued to lose its price, and in the last year its global sales
arrived at roughly 200 dollars per tone in Japan.This trend is very representative in
Asia area. The price trend of low-sulfur bunker and high-sulfur bunker is roughly the
same. However, the decline in bunker prices in 2019, the impact of COVID-19, and
the halt in global import and export trade led to a decline in oil prices, which is also
an important reason.

After the implementation of the MARPOL convention in 2020, due to highly demand
and rising prices, the price will gradually decrease with the balance of supply and
demand. The price of high-sulfur bunker will drop sharply after 2019 when demand
suddenly drops, but as there are still companies using the number of scrubber, the
market will maintain at a relatively stable price. According to market supply and
demand analysis, both high-sulfur bunker and low-sulfur bunker oil will hover
around a relatively stable price, and the price gap will gradually narrow down.
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Figure 5. Shanghai shipping bunker price short period

Figure 6. Japan shipping bunker oil price short period

The two graph illustrates the data of changes in the price of shipping bunker in a
Japan and shanghai in a short period in 2020, which collected from Clarkson. And
from APPENDIX:Ⅶ, you could find the detailed data. It can be seen from the figure
that the shipping bunker prices in Japan and Shanghai have been relatively stable in
recent times. But the difference is that shipping bunker prices in Japan are constantly
fluctuating. But China's shipping bunker prices have been less volatile.
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The reason is in China the bunker oil prices do not float freely according to market
conditions, but are determined by the National Development and Reform
Commission. This approach is characteristic of the state-owned economy. Several
major domestic commercial oil companies, such as PetroChina and Sinopec, have
monopolized and competed against domestic commodity oil transactions, and the
import of oil products is regulated by the government. From above analysis could
give us an image in our mind about bunker price trend in China.

4.2

Case Background Data Collection

First in first, I would like to use a case study to analyse the IRR, NPV and the
profitability of the different way of the changing. The case

data come from a

shipping company in China in Xiamen. And bunker price I will use collected from
above.

In this case the subject of study is a container ship operating between ports of
Mainland China and Taiwan. The basic information, including information about
engine, bunkers and shifts is provided by the shipping company (Table 1). The ship
uses Tier II middle speed diesel engine (MSD).

Table 1. Case ship information
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Note: MSD7 (Middle Speed Diesel) means medium-speed diesel engine; HFO8
means heavy bunker oil; MGO9 means marine gas oil; Tier I, II and III represents
engines manufactured in 2000-2010, 2011-2015 and after 2016, respectively. Tier III
engines are mainly used in nitrogen emission control zones in the United States.

The time frame of this study is September 6 – 13, 2019. The ship carries out
approximately 44 voyages a year; each lasts 8 days and thus the total days in service
is 352 days. I will comprehensively consider the ship’s current status of emission and
how installing a scrubber and using LSFO10 would affect energy consumption and
emission.

The figure below shows the docking and operating conditions of the ship based on
the provided data. It departed from the port of Ningbo on September 6, 2019 and
sailed to Shanghai, Kaohsiung, Taichung and Keelung before returning to Ningbo on
September 13, 2019. The total mileage is approximately 2, 455 km, of which
approximately 904 km was in the SECAWYRD11. In addition, considering the new
policy, 220 km of the shipping route from Ningbo to Taiwan, 380 km of the shipping
route from Shanghai to Taiwan and the entire shipping route from Ningbo to
Shanghai are included in the SECAWYRD. 34% of the Shanghai-Kaohsiung route is
also in the area.

MSD: Middle Speed Diesel
HFO: Heavy Fuel Oil
9
MGO: Marine Gas Oil
10
LSFO: Low Sulphur Fuel Oil
11
SECAWYAD: Ship Emission Control Area in Waters of Yangtze River Delta
7
8
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Figure 7. Ship route information 1

Figure 8. Ship route information 2
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Figure 9. China ECA emission control area

Starting from October 1, 2018, ships bound for the port of Ningbo-Zhoushan that
have entered the Ship Emission Control Area in Waters of Yangtze River Delta
(SECAWYRD) shall use LSFO with sulfur content ≤ 0.5% m/m.

Maritime Zone Boundary: The area within the following ten points – A, B, C, D, E, F,
G, H, I and J.
A: the intersection of the baselines of Nantong and Yancheng;
B: 12 nautical miles from Waikejiao Island;
C: 12 nautical miles from Sheshan Island;
D: 12 nautical miles from the reef; E: 12 nautical miles from the southeast reef;
F : 12 nautical miles from Two Brother Island;
G: 12 nautical miles from Yushan Archipelago;
H: 12 nautical miles from Taizhou (Zhejiang) Archipelago (2);
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I: 12 nautical miles from the intersection of the baselines of Taizhou (Zhejiang) and
Wenzhou; J: the intersection of the baselines of Taizhou (Zhejiang) and Wenzhou.
The core harbor area includes ports of Shanghai, Ningbo-Zhoushan, Suzhou and
Nantong (Chen, Yip & Mou, 2018). The internal waters area includes navigable
waters within the 16 administrative areas: Nanjing, Zhenjiang, Yangzhou, Taizhou
(Jiangsu), Nantong, Changzhou, Wuxi, Suzhou, Shanghai, Jiaxing, Huzhou,
Hangzhou, Shaoxing, Ningbo, Zhoushan, and Taizhou (Zhejiang).

On November 30, 2018, on the basis of existing ship emission control zones, the
geographical scope of control was further expanded. The coastal discharge control
zone is planned to be expanded from the previous three waters to 12 nautical miles
along the coast of the country and Hainan waters area. Inland rivers include
navigable waters along the Yangtze River route and the Xijiang route.

The 2015 version of China ECA12 emission control requirements (Chen, Yip & Mou,
2018):
1) Since January 1, 2016, ships shall strictly implement the SOx emission control
requirements of the current international conventions and domestic laws and
regulations, and the use of bunker with sulfur content ≤0.5%

during docking in the

emission control area .
2) Since January 1, 2017, ships should use bunker oil with a sulfur content of ≤0.5%
while docking in the core port area of the emission control zone.
3) Starting from January 1, 2018, ships should use bunker oil with sulfur content
≤0.5%
12

while docking at all ports in the emission control zone.

ECA: Emission Control Area
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4) Starting from January 1, 2019, ships entering the emission control area should use
bunker oil with sulfur ≤0.5% .
Ships may adopt alternative measures equivalent to the above emission control
requirements such as connection to shore power, use of clean energy, and exhaust
gas clean installation.

4.3

Cash-flow for 3 Plans

There are three options below to analyze the different scenarios of using low sulfur
fuel and scrubber. Through comparing them, we could find out which way is more
cost-effective.

1.

High-sulfur oil

No emission reduction
measures and use the high
sulphur bunker

2.

0.5%+0.5%(sulphur

0.5% diesel elsewhere

emission control area)

(global and SECAWYRD
standard)

3.

Exhaust gas processing

HFO for main and

device

auxiliary engines and
reach 0.5%

Table 2. Case emission control plan

The first scheme is the current status of the ship – that is, no emission reduction
measures have been applied. The ship now uses diesel only at berths in the
SECAWYRD (emission control zone of the Yangtze River Delta), while in other
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places 2.2% high sulphur bunker (HFO) is allowed. According to survey data, HFO
contains 2.2% of sulfur while diesel contains only 0.1%.

The second scheme is that the ship uses low sulphur bunker with 0.5% sulfur content
(hereinafter 0.5% low sulphur fuel oil) in and outside the SCARWYRD. This scheme
would be executed if in 2020 0.5% Low sulphur fuel oil and above is allowed in
non-emission-control areas worldwide, and in the SECAWYRD 0.5% low sulphur
fuel oils is allowed.

The third scheme assumes that a closed-loop exhaust gas processing device is
applied. Both main and auxiliary engines still use 2.2% HFO, and thus the device
shall process sulfides to meet the 0.1% cap in the SECAWYRD and the 0.5%
standard worldwide.

Next, I will analyze the costs of each scenario. In this case, a container ship mainly
serving the offshore routes is chosen to evaluate the two emission reduction
measures: Using LSFO and installing an exhaust gas desulfurization Tower.
Reference schemes include:

The first part is No emission measures applied (status quo) and second part is
Using 0.1% diesel at berths and 2.2% high sulphur bunker HFO elsewhere (that is,
2.2% + 0.1%). The comparative schemes for using LSFO include：Using 0.5% low
sulphur fuel oil elsewhere and a little bit MGO at berths (that is, 0.5% + MGO
(control area)); The last part is comparative schemes for installing exhaust gas
processing device is based on the reference schemes (i.e., 2.2% + 0.1% + exhaust gas
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processing device).

I will choose one-day data from the Shanghai to calculate IRR and NPV in each plan.
The data I would like to choose is 25/06/2020. The high sulphur bunker price is 3225
￥; 0.5 low sulphur fuel oil is 4100￥. The following is the total cost of the bunker in
each plan.

Table 3. Each plan bunker demand

4.3.1 Using Normal High Sulphur Bunker

Table 4. Normal high sulphur bunker cash-flow
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This provided cash-flow illustrates the process of calculation of the IRR and total
profit of investment of using high sulphur bunker without any solution for emission.
This cash flow includes operation cost calculation stage and capital cost calculation
with the interest calculation in the earlier stages, which allows improvements and
modifications throughout the process. At this scene , the ship needs not to pay for the
cost of the desulfurization tower. In addition , due to the change of type of bunker，
the price of bunker should be changed and there is also no scrubber operation cost
each day.

During calculation of IRR when using the high sulphur bunker , we should collect
data for each parts of the operation cost and capital cost, such as Light oil, Engine oil,
Maintenance cost, Port fee, Marketing fee, Administration fee, and Crew wage. From
research，I got all the information of the operation cost of the ship, and obtained the
operation cost data from Xiamen MZshipping. Under voyage charter, the shipowner
must bear all costs related to crew, maintenance, insurance and bunker consumption.
Finally, we got the daily operating cost of USD$6876,

and this number includes the

bunker fee.

Sustaining the operation of the ship will undoubtedly require a start-up capital,
prompting the business to get on track quickly. This is because if the amount of
start-up capital is underestimated, a financial problem may already occur before the
business begins to make money (SCHINAS, O. 2016). And some of the forecasts for
the start-up funds are too high, and may not be able to raise sufficient funds. In this
case, I would like to set the start-up capital as 2Months cost of the ship operation.
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As we know, based on the interest of U.S. national bonds, we get Rf = 1.92, and we
calculate Rm = 15% based on the market average. The data obtained from Bank of
China shows that the bank’s debt interest has increased from 4.75% to 4.90%. In this
case, we assume a fixed interest of 4.75% and the ship is in service 352 days a year.
We choose the number 352 because the ship may require more time to be inspected
and maintained (SCHINAS, O. 2016), and the rest of the 44 voyages may also
require 352 days. Besides, since the ship was built in 2014, we assume that the ship
can be used for 5 years. Financing costs in cash flow include capital costs, loans,
interests and principal balance installments. Capital cost is the loan that should be
repaid to the bank in every period. I divide the payback period into 5 years, 10
periods; each period is half a year. Therefore, The capital cost equals to repayment of
the loan divided by 10.

In this scene, we use the repay method. The monthly principal is the same, and the
loan interest decreases with the principal month by month. Monthly repayment
amount = (loan principal ÷ repayment months) + (principal - accumulated amount of
returned principal) × monthly interest rate . For example, when calculating the cash
flow, a period is considered to be half a year. The operating costs equals to the daily
operating costs times half the number of total days in service (182.5). Therefore, the
actual costs in service days are higher than the nominal daily costs. The total amount
of payment is operating costs plus financial costs.

From the cash-flow, we can find that the each period operation time is 176 days, The
direct impact is how many voyage we can sail.In the final loan repayment period of
the fifth year, when the loan is repaid, you will find that the cash flow has a change.
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According to calculation, we find that the IRR during using high sulphur bunker is
635%.It is very high. And the total profit is about $2.5 million. This table clearly
presents that when using the high sulphur bunker, how the profit goes on. On the
other hand, in the calculation the IRR figure is quite high.

From the above table, we can find that NPV (2518752.807) is about how much
money we can make in the project life period.Considering the time value of money
(inflation depreciation), IRR refers to the currency time Under the value (inflation
depreciation), and the internal rate of return (IRR) in this scene is 635%, which
means that the project can bear a maximum currency devaluation rate of 635% per
year. If the actual currency depreciation rate is only 4% (when the loan interest rate
is 4%), then the remaining 631% will be our profit.

4.3.2 Using 0.5% Low sulphur Bunker
This provided cash-flow illustrates the process of calculation of the IRR and total
profit of using 0. 5% low sulphur fuel oil , including operation cost calculation stage
and capital cost calculation with the interest calculation in the earlier stages, which
allows improvements and modifications throughout the process. And in the control
emission area, also using 0.5% low sulphur fuel oil by the rules is more and more
district.

It is obvious in the table that the total start-up fund has undergone dramatic changes.
It has dropped considerably. What is the reason for this change? Mainly there are 2
reasons behind the situation reflected in the table. First of all, at beginning of the
business，the ship needs not to pay for the investment of the desulfurization scrubber.
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More importantly, due to changes of type of bunker，the cost of bunker is changed
and there is also no desulfurization scrubber operation cost each day any more.

The conversion cost of ships using low-sulfur bunker systems is negligible, so the
conversion costs of low sulfur oil systems are not considered in this case. Operation
and maintenance costs are similar when using high sulphur bunker, so that they can
also be ignored. Therefore, the main cost of ships using low sulfur bunker is the cost
of bunker (SCHINAS, O. 2016).

Table 5. Using 0.5% Low sulphur bunker cash-flow

During calculation of IRR when using the 0.5% sulphur bunker , we also should get
the data of each parts of the operation cost and capital cost, but the most important is
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the 5% sulphur bunker price much higher than high sulphur bunker. Finally, we got
the daily operating cost of USD$7464, and this number is much higher than using
high sulphur bunker.

For the start-up capital, I would like to still set the start-up capital as 2months of the
ship operation cost. The Rf and Rm set as same as the first scene and the ship is still
in service 352 days a year. The 44 voyages also require 352 days. As can be seen
from the table, the IRR and profit has witnessed dramatic changes. From the above
table , we can find that NPV (1333492.299 ) is about how much money we can make
by using 5% Low sulphur bunker, and the internal rate of return (IRR) in this scene is
331%.While using high sulphur bunker,the IRR is 635%. It is obvious from the table
that now the IRR is 331%，with a sharp decrease. What contributed to these changes?
I think the reasons are as follows. To start with, the bunker price changes from

high

sulphur to 5% sulphur. Secondly, the profit of each period increases not too much but
increase steadily. What is more, in the 0.5% bunker cash flow, we did not use the
balloon method for repaying the loan.

4.3.3 Using Desulfurization Scrubber
We assume that the exhaust gas processing device is closed-loop. Both the main and
the auxiliary engines still use High sulphur fuel. The device needs to process sulfides
so that the bunker would meet the SECAYRD’s 0.1% cap and global standard. The
costs of installing exhaust gas processing equipment on ships include purchase cost,
installation cost, maintenance cost and opportunity cost.
The purchase cost is about RMB￥600, 000; the installation cost is about RMB￥100,
000, totaling RMB￥700,000 (US$ 99, 907). The operation cost increases by about
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RMB￥20, 000/year, including the exhaust gas processing cost of about US$2, 854.5.
In addition, the exhaust gas processing device needs to consume about 2% of extra
bunker. This is shown in the bunker consumption table above.

Table 6. Using Desulfurization Scrubber cash-flow

The table above shows the the data about installing desulfurization Tower.
From the graph, it can be seen that the progress

of

cash-flow

in

using

desulfurization Tower is much different from before scenes．

During calculation of IRR of investment of the desulfurization Scrubbers, we should
make sure each parts of the operation cost and capital cost, such as Light oil,Engine
oil,Maintenance cost, Port fee ,Marketing fee, administration fee, Crew wage.
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From research, I got all the information of the operation cost of the ship, and
obtained the operation cost data from Xia’men MZshipping. Under time charter, the
shipowner must bear all costs related to crew, maintenance, insurance and bunker
consumption. Finally, we got the daily operating cost of USD$7022. For this scene, I
would like to set the start-up capital as 2 months cost of the ship operation and plus
the price of desulfurization Tower.

In this case, we assume that the ship is in service 352 days a year. We choose the
number 352 because the ship and the scrubber may require more time to be inspected
and maintained, and the rest of the 44 voyages may also require 352 days. Besides,
since the ship was built in 2014, we assume that the ship and the equipment can be
used for 5 years. After 5 years, the depreciation of the desulfurization scrubber is
US$10, 000, because it is easy to compare with others’ scene cash flow.

I make the

cash flow for 5 years also，because normally the scrubber can be use in 5 years.

When calculating cash flow, the principal is usually the same if “the balloon” method
is applied when repaying the loan (SCHINAS, O. 2016). If we separate it from
interest payments, and assume that the repayment of principal of each period occurs
at the end of the year, we can calculate the present value of the principal repayment
of the loan using the annuity formula. But in this case we decided to use “the
balloon,” a special loan method. This means that even if your repayment is less than
the average amount of loan, you must be prepared for a large repayment at the end of
the loan period (Arof, 2018).
Usually every interest payment of the loan for purchasing desulfurization scrubber is
calculated, based on the outstanding balance of the loan, which can be repaid by the
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principal of the same period. For example, when calculating the desulfurization
scrubber’s cash flow, a period is considered to be half a year, the same as before..
Operating costs equals to daily operating costs times half the year (182.5).

From the cash flow, we can find that the first period operation time is 136 days, and
others’ period is 176days. That is because the installment time for desulfurization
scrubber needs about 40 days, The direct impact on cash flow is that the profit during
this period has decreased, and there are even situations where you cannot make ends
meet. In the final loan repayment period of the fifth year, when the loan is repaid,
you will find a significant increase in cash flow (SCHINAS, O. 2016). According to
calculation，we find that the IRR for installing the scrubber is 204%, it is very high.
And the total profits are around $1.8 million.

According to the result in table, NPV(1824119.260) is positive, which means this
investment is more profitable than putting the money in the bank. The IRR , which is
more significant than NPV, can also support this view. However, the most significant
defect of IRR index is the lack of reinvestment thinking. That is to say, the annual
capital and interest profit can be reinvested in order to achieve higher returns than a
single principal investment.

From the above, we can see that NPV (1824119.260) is talking about how much
money we can make in the project cycle considering the time value of money
(inflation depreciation). IRR is talking about considering currency time Under the
value (inflation depreciation). So what is the maximum rate of currency depreciation
that we can withstand during the project cycle period. More generally, it is assumed
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that we can borrow money from bank to invest in this project, and what is the
maximum annual interest rate that can be sustained. For example, the internal rate of
return (IRR) of a project is 204%, which means that the project can bear a maximum
currency devaluation rate of 204% per year, which means that if we invest in the
project, the maximum annual interest rate of the loan is 487%. Investing in this
project at a 204% annual interest rate on the loan is just capital preservation. When
the actual currency depreciation rate is only 5% (when the loan interest rate is 4%),
then the remaining 201% will be our profit.This is the ability to resist risks, and it
can actually be said to be profit space and profitability. The simple prediction and
calculation show that the desulfurization scrubber investment is profitable and
attractive. If the investor is a rational person, he or she will invest in the ship if he or
she believes in the analysis .

Break-Even Calculations is Estimate the minimum break-even time-charter rate
required to cover debt financing cost, as well as operating expenses (OPEX).
Break-even time-charter rate is equal to the sum of operational daily Capex and Opex.
See the figure below for detailed calculation process. The follow below table is the
break-even when installing the desulfurization scrubber ， we can find that at least
each earns the profit $9678 at first year, and we can cover the cost.
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Table 7. Breakeven point

4.4

Results

Table 8. Cash-flow by bunker price in shanghai

As is shown in the chart: to compare with the IRR and NPV from plan1 to plan 5. In
the first chart(to compare with the IRR), the largest number of IRR is using the
normal high sulphur bunker, without any solution for controlling sulphur emission,
accounting for 635% . The next largest one is using 0.5% low sulphur fuel oil, being
331%，which is 204% lower than the former using high sulphur bunker and using
0.5% bunker. By way of contrast, the least IRR for using scrubber and this figure is
only 204%.

In the second part of the chart related to NPV. Clearly, different from IRR, using the
normal high sulphur bunker has the highest number of NPV, it is about 2.5million.
Using scrubber comprises the next largest NPV (1.8 million). By contrast, using
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0.5 % low sulphur fuel oil is the smallest number of NPV, which is only 1.3 million.

Table 9. Cash-flow by bunker price in shanghai

In order to ensure the accuracy of the results, I have selected another set of shipping
bunker data from Japanese to calculate and analyze. I selected a set of data on May
4th 2020. The high sulphur bunker price is138.64$, and 0.5 low sulphur fuel oil is
215.5$. The above is the result of the IRR and NPV in each plan. From the above
table, we can find that the IRR have the same situation with the bunker used in
shanghai:
IRR(High sulphur bunker) >IRR(0.5% Low sulphur bunker) > IRR(scrubber).
And the NPV also has the same situation:
NPV(High sulphur bunker) > NPV(scrubber)>NPV(0.5% Low sulphur bunker).

It is not difficult to arrive at some possible factors that are directly responsible for
those changes as depicted above (Arof, A. 2018). The most important factor that
needs to be highlighted here is that bunkers cost difference. One more factor, though
not conclusive, that should also be brought into attention is that capital cost is
different，because scrubber price plays an important role. Just like many other things,
it is not easy to reverse the changes that have already taken place, which have
already taken form especially the low sulfur bunker price changed by the supply and
demand.Therefore, I predict that the current situation will continue for a short while.
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However, further analyses of the costs of emission reduction measures show that low
sulphur fuel oil are better than scrubber，from a cost-effective perspective (Arof, A.
2018). The cost-benefit analysis of emission reduction measures shows that the
installation of exhaust gas processing equipment is better than the plan use of LSFO.
In other words, the Scrubber is not the most cost-effective option. Yet, from NPV
perspective, scrubber is better than Low sulphur bunker.

Chapter 5. Qualitative Interview and
Analysis
5.1

Data collection

From above cash-flow calculation, we got the cost situation and profit situation due
to both two methods. Aiming to understand the situation of in the real world of the
shipping company how to control SOx emission, I design a interview to analyse
advantages and disadvantages of scrubber and Low sulphur bunker. The first step is
that we need to determine the final number of interview people(Hunter, 2002). I
select 20 people ， who are working in shipping industry to join this interview.
Different from a survey, an interview needs to respect the interviewees by using
expressions as close as possible to the interviewees and their expressions, so as to
avoid some unnecessary misunderstandings and resonate with the interviewees
(Sharma, 2009). For example, most of the interviewees are shipping industry staff in
this Interview, and try to make them understand in straightforward language. As for
face-to-face interviewees, I will try to take a recording after the interviewees agree so
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that I can analyze the results later. If any interviewee is unable to conduct a
face-to-face interview, as said in the above survey, Facebook and WeChat are also
acceptable. The interview questions are in both Chinese and English for recording.

Different from a survey, an interview may encounter communication problems: (1)
the respondents refuse to answer (2) the interview location is highly disturbed (3) the
respondents are impatient during the interview, etc. My way of dealing with them is
not to offend the taboos of the interviewees but keep the conversation harmonious,
and leave controversial issues to the end. It is also important for interviewees to
express their ideas as freely as possible(Sharma, 2009). APPENDIX: Ⅳ. The
Interview Record Form, which is the overall framework of the interview process,
includes introducing myself and this project, 10 questions, personal situation data
collection，privacy statement and so on. you can read all the structure at end of this
paper.

5.2

Interview Analysis

The main purpose of this interview is to deeply analyze the situation of shipping
companies in China using scrubber or Low sulphur bunker for SOx control.
According to the calculation, we already know that using scrubber has already been
not so cost-effective. As the company still uses scrubber during the low difference
between high sulphur bunker and Low sulphur bunker, what are the exact reasons?

At beginning, we asked interviewees the first question that the situation of their
company for control SOx emission. To my surprise, all 20 interviewees said that
their company is using low-sulfur bunker. 8 of them said that their company is using
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low-sulfur oil and scrubber at the same time. The remaining 12 people said that their
company only uses low-sulfur bunker and does not use scrubber. Therefore, none of
the respondents' companies use scrubber for all ships. In fact, it shows that even a
few years ago, the price difference between low-sulfur oil and high-sulfur oil was
large,

and still no company installed scrubber on all ships. Next, I will discuss this

two types of companies one by one.

5.2.1 The Company Still Using Scrubber
As we find, in the past ,even though the advantage of scrubber in low cost was losing,
still many companies in China used scrubber and did not give it up. However, there
is no company choosing only scrubber as their method to control emission.

The first one is the use of Low sulphur bunker is also risky. At least 10 interviewees
mentioned this risky in China. In less than a year of global use of Low sulphur
bunker, there is still no consensus on whether Low sulphur bunker will cause damage
to engine cylinders due to reduced sulphur content and reduced lubrication of engine
cylinders. The emphasis is the effect on reducing cylinder scraping damage (Wang,
Zhang & Gan, 2019). When using heavy fuel oil, the generally selected high TBN13
value cylinder is used to neutralize the acidic substances generated by the bunker and
slow down the corrosion and wear of the cylinder liner and piston ring. The related
engine manufactures believe that once the engine is permanently powered by 0.5%
sulphur bunker, the lubrication will be insufficient and wear and tear will increase.

13
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As a result, some marine engine companies recommend that ship owners should
install metal-ceramic-coated piston rings when switching to use low sulphur fuel oil.
(Menachof & Dicer, 2001). Compared with the structure of traditional cast iron, the
surface of ceramic-metal composite is harder, so the wear can be controlled.
Therefore, as for a large scale company, using scrubber can share the risks of
damaging engines..

And the quality of low sulfur oil is also not guaranteed. Low sulfur bunker oil (LSFO)
breaks the boundary between oil products, and a variety of products can meet the
requirements of low sulfur. From interviews, I know that, at present, there are the
following low sulfur blending components in the global market:
A. Straight-run bunker oil, 0.5%, 0.1% sulfur content
B. The world's ultra-low sulfur crude oil (US shale oil, Algeria, Nigeria, Brazil,
Australia, etc.). However, most of this crude oil is used by refineries to process and
produce gasoline and diesel, etc., with a small amount of oil released.
C. Straight-run bunker oil after desulfurization of crude oil.
D. Refinery fractionates mixtures of products of different levels, or mixed products
of residual oil and compounds. Among them, the difference of the base of the
mixture is used to distinguish the categories. (Bolbot, Theotokatos, Boulougouris,
Psarros & Hamann, 2020).

Strictly speaking, only the first two can be called real low-sulfur bunker oil, and the
others are mixed oil. The source of low sulfur production can be divided into two
types: trade middleman blended bunker oil and refinery produced bunker oil. The
former is more supplied in the market and the blending quality is inferior to that of
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the products produced by refineries. There is a high-quality guarantee for the finished
products of refineries. In order to pursue profits, the trade middlemen may add cheap
blending resources such as chemical waste. Although the indicators fully meet the
requirements of viscosity and density of low-sulfur marine bunker, there are large
potential safety risks. Therefore, although there are many low-sulfur bunker suppliers
in the market at this stage, there are still few low-sulfur oil with stable quality (Wang,
Zhang & Gan, 2019). Some large ports, such as Singapore port, Rotterdam port, etc.,
have the supply of high and low sulfur bunker oil, while small ports have the
problem of high and low sulfur supply at the same time. In addition, due to the
different sources of bunker, mixing bunker oil from different manufacturers will
cause new problems such as compatibility, and the coexistence of multiple types of
bunker market will bring new challenges and logistics problems for the port.

In addition, lines represented by container ships and ore carrying vessels, due to the
relatively fixed affiliate ports for regular liners, it is easier to determine the ports for
bunker supply, and therefore can sign long-term supply contracts with bunker
suppliers in the global. The shipping company also be more inclined to choose using
low sulphur bunker as the solution (Wang, Zhang & Gan, 2019). While, unscheduled
cargo ships, such as oil tankers, bulk carriers and dry general cargo ships, are more
likely to continue using scrubbers because of the uncertainty of their lines and the
inability to ensure that low sulphur fuel oil can be procured at all ports. Compared
with small-scale shipping enterprises, large-scale shipping enterprises are often of
horizontal development with a variety of types of ships, so installation of scrubbers
can solve the problem of their oil supply. And if only using low sulphur, the shipping
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company which owns wide ship routes all over the world will suffer the risk of no
enough Low sulphur fuel oil (Yan Hecheng, 2018).

The second one is many interviewees said that due to too many factors affecting
China's shipping bunker price with different effects, therein the possible factors
affecting the price of refined oil products include: international refined oil price,
international crude oil price (WTI), China's refined oil output, China's natural crude
oil output, China's crude oil imports, China's crude oil price and so on, which have
led to the price fluctuations of shipping Low sulphur fuel oil, so there is the risk of
bunker supply. We further analyze the bunker supply factors based on a known
Chinese impact model of refined shipping bunker (Li Xiaoyun, 2014),

P=0.09077R1+0.18664R2+0.19235R3+0.07151R4+0.06984R5+0.06984R6+0.18851R7
Formula 4. Factors for China bunker price

Therein R1 is domestic refined oil price; R2 is international refined oil price; R3 is
international crude oil price (WTI); R4 is China’s refined oil output; R5 is China's
natural crude oil output; R6 is China's crude oil imports; R7 is China's crude oil price;
and P is a comprehensive measurement index (Li Xiaoyun, 2014). According to the
model, it can be known that the price of China’s refined oil is greatly influenced by
the price of international refined oil, the price of international crude oil, the output of
China ’ s refined oil and the price of China’ crude oil. So the ups and downs of
international crude oil price have always been a major risk for low sulphur bunker,
but many interviewees said that the bunker has the risk of increase price, but the
scrubber also surfer the risk that the bunker price drops, Therefore, for companies
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with large scale fleets, installing the scrubber in part of proportion can minimize the
risks caused by fluctuations in bunker prices.

As for a company in China, which is still using the scrubber because they worry
about the new regulation of emission control requirement, the last point was learned
from an interviewee working in the Maritime Safety Administration (Han, 2010). He
said that the policy is constantly changing and its development is towards a stricter
sulfur restriction policy. 2018 China ECA emission control requirements are
("Chinese Government Website", 2020):
1. As of January 1, 2019, ships using marine bunker oil with a sulfur content of not
more than 0.5% should be used for navigation and docking in coastal control areas.
2. As of January 1, 2020, marine vessels entering the inland river control area should
use marine bunker with a sulfur content of not more than 0.1% .
3. From January 1, 2022, sea ships entering the coastal waters of Hainan should use
marine bunker with a sulfur content of not more than 0.1% .
4. Evaluate the feasibility of using bunker with a sulfur content of not more than
0.1% in a timely manner, and determine whether it is required to use bunker with a
sulfur content of no more than 0.1% from January 1, 2025.

From the requirements, we can find that the from 2022 0.1% Low sulphur bunker
will also be required(IMO News, 2020). At that time, the supply of 0.1% low sulphur
will also be enough?

5.2.2

And its price will increase or not? They still worry about it.

The Company Only Using Low sulphur Bunker

The price difference between low-sulfur bunker and high-sulfur bunker is getting
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smaller and smaller from the bunker price analysis before. In addition to the
disadvantage that the cost is not lower than that of using low-sulfur bunker, scrubber
has other problems. That is why there are many small shipping companies only using
Low sulphur bunker as the method for controlling SOx emission.
The most important reason is that with the change of China's tax and subsidy policies
for bunker oil, the relative prices of high-sulfur bunker oil and low-sulfur marine
bunker oil and other refined oil will tend to be reasonable in the changing balance of
market supply and demand(Svindland, 2018). In the past, the high taxes on bunker
oil export led to the lack of enthusiasm of Chinese refineries in the production of
marine bunker. And marine bunker was basically imported from the surrounding
countries, so the price was obviously higher. In this case, most ships chose to fill
low-cost bunker oil in the ports of the surrounding countries, which restricted the
demand for bonded marine bunker in China. Therefore, some people mentioned in
the interview that on January 22, 2020 the export tax rebate policy will be
implemented for the bunker oil filled by international ships in China's coastal
ports(Yan Hecheng, 2018). On April 28, 2020, the Ministry of Commerce and the
General Administration of Customs of China simultaneously issued the
“Include Low-sulfur Marine bunker Oil in the List of Goods Under Export License
Management (2020)”
and the” Notice on Issuing the First Batch of Export Quotas for Low-sulfur Marine
bunker Oil in 2020”.
Among them, the “list” clearly stipulates that export license is required for the export
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of low-sulfur marine bunker produced by domestic refineries; while the “notice”
stipulates that the first batch of low-sulfur marine bunker export quota will be 10
million tons in 2020, and Sinopec, PetroChina and other five units have obtained the
first batch of export quota ("Chinese Government Website", 2020). The introduction
of three new policies in succession marks the formation of China's export tax rebate
policy for low-sulfur bunker oil, which will greatly reduce the price of domestic
export marine bunker oil, improve the competitive advantage, and thus enhance the
enthusiasm of refineries to produce low-sulfur marine bunker oil. The following
figures showing the change of bunker price by the demand and supply changed.

Figure 10. Impact of change of demand on equilibrium price

Figure 11. Impact of change of supply on equilibrium price

As the bunker supply curve S fixed, the initial demand curve D1 and the equilibrium
price P1, more often than not, changed. When D1 shifts to the right to D2, the
equilibrium price increases from P1 to P2, and the equilibrium quantity increases
from Q1 to Q2. When D1 shifts to the left to D3, the equilibrium price decreases
from P1 to P3, and the equilibrium quantity decreases from Q1 to Q3 (see Figure 10).

As the bunker demand curve D fixed, the initial supply curve S1 and the equilibrium
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price P1, more often than not, changed. When S1 shifts to the right to S2, the
equilibrium price decreases from P1 to P2, and the equilibrium quantity increases
from Q1 to Q2. When S1 shifts to the left to S3, the equilibrium price increases from
P1 to P3, and the equilibrium quantity decreases from Q1 to Q3 (see Figure 11).

The analysis above assumes that all variables remain constant except one. But in real
life situations, supply and demand may change simultaneously (Bochet, İlkılıç,
Moulin & Sethuraman, 2012). Under such condition, the equilibrium price and the
quantity of a good are uncertain and should be determined by analyzing both supply
and demand. If the equilibrium price is affected by both factors, it will depend on the
respective extent of growth of supply and demand. Low sulphur fuel oil (LSFO) is
the bunker with sulfur content being lower than 0.5%. Compare to the demand for
LSFO, the current supply is obviously insufficient (Bochet, İlkılıç, Moulin &
Sethuraman, 2012).
In addition, the emergence of new technology will also have a greater impact on the
supply of low-sulfur bunker. The earliest production process of low-sulfur bunker
started in the 1950s, using the technology of hydrodesulfurization of distillate oil of
high sulfur crude oil (Wang, Zhang & Gan, 2019). Since the 1970s, the sulfur
content of bunker oil has been increasingly restricted in the world, and the traditional
production process has been unable to meet the requirements of the production of
low-sulfur bunker oil, and the output is also difficult to meet the demand. Therefore,
the technical reform has taken place. Due to the influence of MARPOL, now there
are new technologies under development or mature in various countries, which will
also increase the supply of low-sulfur oil and have an impact on the price(Yan
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Hecheng, 2018)..
The second reason is that scrubber would damage the sea water environment.
Generally, there are three types of scrubbers: Open-loop, closed-loop and mixed.
Each type has its own advantages and disadvantages. And current cost of open-loop
scrubber is lower than low-sulfur bunker and lower than closed-loop scrubber (Sethi,
2020).

But Currently many countries prohibit the use of open-loop scrubbers. The Chinese
government has announced that starting from January 1, 2019, discharge of wash
water from open-loop exhaust gas cleaning systems in rivers, port zones and the
Bohai Sea is prohibited(Menachof & Dicer, 2001). From interview, many people’s
company is affected by the policy. The discharge prohibition in other coastal waters
will also be announced and implemented in due course. Earlier, the Singaporean
government announced that from January 1, 2020, discharge of sewage from
open-loop scrubbers within the Port of Singapore is prohibited, which has led to
strong repercussions in the shipping industry.

Besides China and Singapore, many other countries (regions) prohibit or will
prohibit the discharge of wash water from open-loop desulfurization equipment in
certain waters. Gard P&I Club indicates that the list of countries with such
prohibition will become longer (Mori, T.2012). Below is a map of countries (regions)
prohibiting the use of open-loop desulfurization equipment, including China,
Singapore, Norway, Belgium, India, and several U.S. ports. Besides, according to
Gard, many other countries (regions) will prohibit the use of desulfurization
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equipment in certain ports and nature reserves.

Figure 12. Distribution of countries ban open-loop scrubber

Here is a brief illustration of the relevant regulations in some countries (regions):
The EU’s “Commission’s Views on the Discharge of Scrubber Wash Water”
(Agenda item 6.C ESSF of 2016) introduces that according to Belgian laws
(Organisation, 2020), it is prohibited to discharge wash water from desulfurization
equipment in ports and inland waters (Wet van 26 maart 1971 op de bescherming
van de oppervlaktewateren tegen verontreiniging (Vlaams Gewest)

Figure 13. Belgian law

Malaysia has decided to prohibit vessels operating in its waters from using open-loop
exhaust gas cleaning systems (EGCS)(Ezeoke, 2017). An announcement from the
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Maritime Institute of Malaysia clearly states that “Malaysia prohibits the discharge of
sewage from open-loop desulfurization systems in Malaysian waters 12 nautical
miles from the nearest baseline.” “Ships that bound for Malaysian ports are advised
to use low-sulfur bunkers or switch to closed-loop mode (if using mixed system).”

Another statement from the Malaysian Ministry of Transport states that ships using
Malaysian flag that have to use non-standard-compliant bunkers will need to obtain
approval from the Department, the port authority where the bunkers are bought and
the port authority of the destination (Sethi, 2020).

Figure 14. Malaysian law

Swedish researchers examine the sewage from open-loop scrubbers and find that
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unprocessed wash water is heavily polluted and contains heavy metals, aromatic
mixtures, soot particles, etc. In May 2019, 28 EU members jointly submitted a
document to the IMO, stating that the use of open-loop scrubbers “may deteriorate
marine

environment

because

the

discharged

wash

water

contains

toxic

substances.”(Mori, T.2012)

Based on the interview information obtained from the 20 interviewees randomly
selected, we find that another reason why companies dislike using scrubber is
Technical Risk. "Any act of adding machinery to a ship increases the risk," said
London Marine Insurance Company. Most interviewees whose company did not
choose to continue using a scrubber also said adding machinery is a major concern
for them(Jongsoon Koo, 2010). Among the risks of installation of a scrubber
mentioned by the interviewees, there are the risk that the new technology will take
place of the scrubber, the risk that whether the technology of the scrubber is mature,
the risk of reconstruction of the ship for installation of a scrubber and the risk in the
operation of the scrubber. Of course, the use of Low sulphur bunker is also risky.

It

has been suggested that low sulphur content of Low sulphur bunker will reduce
engine lubrication, resulting in wear and tear reducing engine life. Low sulphur
bunker price market volatility is also a huge risk. But most of the interviewees said
that the technical risks are more worrisome.

As to a smaller shipping company in China, it is more afraid of technical risks. As
the project management of the scrubber is a complex systematic project with large
investment, long return period, multi-specialties, strong technicality and wide scope,
in order to complete the project of scrubber installation, shipping enterprises need to
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communicate and coordinate with banks, insurance companies, intermediaries,
shipyards, classification societies, equipment factories and so on. Therefore, the risks
do not only come from the shipping enterprises themselves, but also from many
related enterprises (Mori, T.2012). In addition, there is also the risk of loss of
investment brought by scientific and technological progress as well as technological
structure and related factors change, including the risks in technology development,
protection, acquisition, use and transfer. For example, the use of new equipment may
pose a threat to the seaworthiness of the ship, forcing shipping companies to increase
investment, upgrade techniques, etc., which may affect on-time delivery in severe
cases like what happened to the companies where 5 of the 20 interviewees serve .

There is another Weakness for scrubber that a lot of small shipping companies lack
of funds for investment of scrubber in China. Furthermore, the increase in costs is
also a reason (Zhaozhe. 2019). The costs of installing a scrubber include upfront
investment cost, installation cost, maintenance cost, financial interest cost, and the
cost of additional work that may be brought to workers. As to the use of Low sulphur
bunker, the costs mainly include the cost of rising prices and the cost of replacing
different types of bunker in different regions (Wang, Z., Zhang, H., & Gan, X. 2019).
Most of the interviewees thought that their companies were not so well-funded.
Large-scale investment in new equipment is likely to result in a broken capital chain.
Some of the interviewees work in large shipping companies such as Maersk, and
they said that large shipping enterprises are likely to invest a huge amount in product
research and development, scientific and technological system construction, brand
construction and other aspects (especially the current large-scale investment projects
of scrubbers) so as to continuously improve research and development capacity,
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further improve the scientific and technological system, and enhance market
adaptability. This is hard for small shipping companies to achieve(SCHLIEPHAKE
& KIRSTEIN, 2013).

Insufficient cash flow is the biggest fatal problem for small and medium-sized
shipping enterprises in China. It is well known that a stable and sufficient cash flow
will enable an enterprise to survive and to develop for a long time (Zhaozhe. 2019).
At present, the main reason that restricts small and medium-sized shipping
enterprises and makes them face financing difficulty is the high cost, which is mainly
caused by the preference of many banks on large enterprises, especially the
state-owned banks (Wang, Z., Zhang, H., & Gan, X. 2019). Regardless of the size of
the amount, the process of issuing loans by the banks, such as accepting,
investigating, approving and so on, are similar, but the benefits to different sizes of
enterprises are very different. In China, the big four state-owned commercial banks
are currently taken as the main body of banks, and the banks generally believe that,
state-owned enterprises’ capital strength is strong, so the loan risk is small. Even if
something goes wrong, they also have the state as the backing(Han, 2010).

Therefore, the state-owned banks are naturally inclined to loan business of a large
amount and cannot well meet the short-term, small amount, frequent loan
requirements of private enterprises. Small and medium-sized enterprises have to
request state-owned enterprises to act as guarantors or intermediaries to obtain loans
from banks (Chauhan, 2017). There are 15 of the 20 interviewees, accounting for
75% of the total, received loans that were not direct loans. As for the access to
external funds for small and medium-sized shipping enterprises, in addition to
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financial institutions, private loans have also become an important source of funding.
The amounts obtained through direct financing channels are a very small, and 11 out
of all interviewees said their companies often accepted private loans.

There are also practitioners who criticize banks for ignoring market rules,
disrespecting markets and blindly following the advice of local governments to issue
loans. One respondent with a background in banking said that although he did not
run into a government-ordered loan, the government would suggest to give loan. for
example, it would stress that the company business was in good shape, this is a
policy intervention loan (Zhaozhe. 2019).

There is another threat is the Volatility in the Shipping Market in China. The
shipping industry is closely related to the international economic and trade situation,
and there are periodic and seasonal fluctuations in market demand (Chauhan, 2017).
The companies of more than 80% of the 20 interviewees have established strategic
partnership with import and export trading companies. When China's domestic and
international economy boom, the shipping market demand will rise accordingly; if
China's domestic and international economic growth slows down, the shipping
market demand will be affected. Especially under the impact of the new coronavirus
epidemic, the small and medium-sized enterprises in the upstream and downstream
of the international industrial chain are further facing the problems of disconnection
of the industrial chain and the supply chain, the shortage of material supply and the
rapid increase of logistics transportation cost (Koilo, 2019).
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The biggest challenge for small and medium-sized shipping enterprises in China is
mainly reflected in the reduction of orders caused by the outbreak and the decline of
production capacity caused by the disruption of the supply chain, which directly
brought the loss and cash flow crisis to the enterprises and further led to a large
number of small and medium-sized shipping enterprises’ bankruptcy, restructuring,
merger or being acquired (Mori, T.2012). The reason foresaid directly made the
small and medium-sized enterprises hold a watch-and-see attitude to the investment
projects such as scrubbers. One of the interviewees said in a humorous tone, "the
invested desulfurization tower equipment can be operated for more than 5 years, but
we are not sure if our company can still survive after 5 years".

And the LNG new technology also affects the Low sulphur fuel oil in China. That is
because if the ship changes to use LNG on the ship the situation will totally change.
Three of interviewees mentioned the new technology of LNG. Compare with bunker
and scrubber, the LNG has the advantages as follows(Mori, 2012) :
(1) Small volume and high calorific value
The main component of natural gas is methane, which has a calorific value nearly
20% higher than diesel.
(2) Large reserves and sufficient supply
At present, the supply and demand of LNG are growing faster than other traditional
energy types.
(3) Low pollution emissions
The carbon dioxide emitted when LNG is burned is much less than other marine
bunkers. It can reduce emissions by nearly 100% of SOx (Han, 2010).
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5.3

Results

"Any act of adding machinery to a ship increases risk," represents the thinking of
many shipping companies (Koilo, 2019). In addition, insurance companies are
evaluating the higher risks that ships equipped with scrubbers may face. At present, a
number of ships have had accidents due to the installation of scrubbers. Some
analysts said that the accidents were due to serious corrosion of equipment. It was
also suggested that improper installation of the scrubbers or improper operation of
the crew could also lead to accidents. Many ships with scrubbers are trying to make
their system work properly, and many have to assign more crew for operation. These
all are the problems the ships need to face. Even the large shipping companies with
professional technical teams, when facing with these problems, are under great
pressure, not to mention some small and medium-sized shipping companies in China.
As to them, these risks are devastating.

Small and medium-sized shipping enterprises in China are obviously inferior to large
ones in utilizing economic resources, obtaining market information and seeking
external support. At the same time, the entry barriers of technology, capital and
others for small and medium-sized enterprises in the field of production and
operation are larger, and the existence of a large number of small and medium-sized
shipping enterprises makes them face increasingly fierce competition. Therefore, in a
time of severe market turbulence and in a financial crisis, small and medium-sized
shipping enterprises are often the hardest-hit ones. The disadvantage of low anti-risk
ability makes small and medium-sized enterprises in China, especially small and
medium-sized enterprises established in a short time, have higher failure rate.
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Compared with small-scale enterprises, the economies of scale of large-scale
shipping enterprises are favorable for large-scale shipping enterprises to expand
market coverage and spread operational risks. Investment in scrubber for large
shipping company is also a way to diversify risk (Koilo, 2019).

The decisive factor is the difference between low-sulfur oil and ordinary bunker in
China, which is getting smaller and smaller as the number of suppliers increases. The
cost advantage of scrubber has gradually been lost. However, during the calculation
of IRR and NPV form the cash-flow part, we can find that NPV using scrubber is
relatively high. So currently using scrubber is not useless.

Although the current supply of low-sulfur oil has unstable factors, and the quality of
low-sulfur oil is also not good, I believe that all of them will be resolved through the
technological innovation. With the support of the Chinese government, the continued
supply of high-quality low-sulfur oil in the future will solve the supply problem of
China's low-sulfur oil market. In addition, emerging technologies，such as the LNG
technology, are also an important factor for solving shipping enterprises' control of
sulfur emissions. But could this results apply to the widely shipping industry in
China ?
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Chapter

6.

Quantitative

Survey

and

Analysis
6.1

Data Collection

Some people may ask, what is the purpose of this survey? For me, I hope to use this
survey to determine what factors influence a company’s decision on which solution
to be used now. This survey could proving the results of the interview. And I want to
confirm whether the results obtained by the interview are universal or only a small
part of the particularity of the shipping company in China. This is a continue research
of interview.

Before that, I have come up with a variety of methods to collect data via
questionnaire surveys, in ways such as street interviews, telephone interviews and
mailing questionnaire to the respondents. In the end, I decided to use a more targeted
and feasible research approach. I found that more and more shipping workers in
China have easy access to the Internet, so I decided to use Facebook, Twitter and
WeChat as the main survey methods.

As we all know, we can post questionnaire forms about Facebook and Twitter
functions, and I used this function to do the survey on Facebook and Twitter. On
Facebook and Twitter, I can use Messenger to set up discussion groups and collect
questions. At the same time, we use the WeChat group function to establish
discussion groups, post questions and collect answers.
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In this way, the location of the questionnaire survey is relatively casual. Even if the
crew is working on a ship, they still have the opportunity to complete the
questionnaire. As to the selection of surveyors, this survey focuses on shipping
companies directly affected by MARPOL convention.

The data are Collected through the opinions of shipping companies and seafarers
through questionnaires, as well as the staff of related logistics companies and
research institutions in China. The target number of people is to randomly-selected
150 people, and they are required to complete the survey, and finally 143
questionnaires are gotten back. The jobs of the respondents are only limited to the
relevant enterprises and positions, regardless of whether they are management level
staff. The result of the Survey is analyzed, based on the number of recovered
questionnaires ("FUNDAMENTALS OF SURVEY MEASUREMENT AND
ANALYSIS", 1984). The APPENDIX: Ⅲ. The Survey Questionnaire is the content
of this survey ， and you could find it at the end of this paper. It includes the
information of introducing myself, hints for completing this questionnaire, 10
questions, and Privacy statement and so on.
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6.2

Statistic Analysis

Figure 15. Using scrubber effect factors

From the survey about which kind of factors effecting the ship company in China
still using scrubber need to deserve our attention. We find that the largest part of
people believe Low sulphur bunker supply is the most important risk needing to take
care, accounting for 26.1% of the total. The next largest one is company scale , being
21.8% lower than the former and followed by bunker price changing and technology
risk. The above four Items altogether take up 82% of the total people. Some people
would like to ask that why the bunker price changes is not the most important one,
due to the analysis in cash flow part. That is because the price difference in high
sulphur bunker and Low sulphur bunker affects the cost of each method a lot, and the
price difference depends on the low sulphur supply.

Remarkably, investment cost constitutes the smallest part (7.7%). Under the
circumstance, if Low sulphur bunker supply risk, Bunker price risk, and Damage
engine risk increase, the shipping company will increase the willingness to install the
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scrubber to control SOx emission. If New technology risk, Investment risk, and Keep
long term risk increase, the shipowner and shipping company will prefer to choose
using Low sulphur bunker to control SOx emission. Most of the respondents believe
that using Scrubber will suffer more risks than using Low sulphur bunker, taking up
67% of the total people.

Figure 16. Company still using scrubber situation

Figure 17. Crew prefer still using scrubber situation
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Figure 18. bunker price plays a decisive role

The analysis shows that 54.55% of shipping companies in China are using low-sulfur
bunker instead of scrubber, while 45.45% of shipping companies are still using
scrubber as the way to control emission. Although the IRR of scrubber is not better
than Low sulphur bunker, I did not find that a company only use scrubber as the
method for

emission control, and 54.55% of companies only use low sulphur to

control emission.

And from the crew’s perspective, most of the crew still like using Low sulphur fuel
oil, taking up around 61% crew. However, only 39% of all crew members like using
scrubber. This is related with the convenience of refueling and the supply of
low-sulfur oil enough. If it is convenient to refuel and easily changing bunker,
enter the emission control area ECA, the crew will still prefer to use low-sulfur
bunker. But often contrary to expectations, many shipping companies with a wide
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range of shipping routes will tend to choose some ships to install scrubber to prevent
risks.

It is very interesting to set up a question about the situation use of low sulfur bunker
for all respondents. As a result, 100% of shipping companies are using low-sulfur
oil，and no company give up using Low sulphur bunker. Moreover, I also set up a
question about whether oil prices play a decisive role. 69% of people choose YES.
31% believe that there are still other reasons, such as company scale, technical risk,
bunker supply risk and so on.

6.3

Survey and Binary Logistic Regress Analysis

Before working on the regression analysis, I made a hypothesis through the intuitive
analysis of the obtained data. The assumption is that the shipping company's decision
in China on still using scrubber to control SOx depends on the company's size and
suppliers of scrubber and Low sulphur fuel oil. Because several sets of data, such as
the size of employees, the number of scrubber installed, etc, are very relevant to the
decision to install Scrubbers, it is necessary for me to test this hypothesis (Chatterjee
& Chatterjee, 2010).
As we know, the Logistic regression is a probabilistic non-linear regression model. It
is a multivariate analysis that studies the relationship between classification
observations (y) and some influencing factors (x). Logistic regression requires the
dependent variable (Y) to be a categorical variable (two or more categories). The
independent variable (Xj) is an influencing factor. It can be a continuous variable, a
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rank variable, a categorical variable. There can be n independent variables X1 X2, ...
Xn.

Logistic regression is used to calculate the probabilities of "Event = Success" and
"Event = Failure". When the type of the dependent variable is a binary (1/0, true /
false, yes / no) variable, we should use logistic regression (Chatterjee & Chatterjee,
2010). Such as: death or survival, male or female, yes or no, Yes or No, here we
assign the use of desulfurization tower and non-desulfurization tower (Still using low
sulfur bunker). 1 represents the way of still using the method scrubber. 0 represents
using low-sulfur bunker. The value of Y ranges from 0 to 1, which can be expressed
by the following equation.

odds= p/ (1-p) = probability of event occurrence / probability of not event occurrenceln
(odds) = Ln(p/(1-p))Logit(p) = Ln(p/(1-p)) = b0+b1X1+b2X2+b3X3....+bnXn.
Formula 5. Logistic regression probability

This study uses IBM SPSS to perform statistical analysis of the data. This study first
quantifies the data, and the results are shown in the following table.
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Scrubber suppliers

A=1 B=2 C=3 D=4 E=5

A. Not at all
B. Hard to find supplies
C. Few supplies
D. Able to meet demand
E. A lot supplies
Low sulphur bunker suppliers
A.

A=1 B=2 C=3 D=4 E=5

A lot supplies

B. Able to meet demand
C. Few supplies
D. Hard to find supplies
E. Not at all
Staff number =X

A=1 B=2 C=3 D=4 E=5

A. X≤20
B. 20＜X≤100
C. 100＜X≤300
D. 300＜X≤1000
E. 1000≤X
Number of ship routs=X
A
Less than 10
B
10＜X≤20
C
20＜X≤30
D
30＜X≤40
E
40＜X≤50
F
More than 50

A =1 B= 2 C=3 D=4 E=5 F=6

Scrubber cost

A=1
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B=2

C=3

D=4

A.
B.
C.
D.

Too expensive
Expensive
Acceptable
Cheap

For using scrubber
A. Still using
B. Not using

A =1 B=0

Table 10. Variable assignment

In this study, the screening variables, Number of ship, Number of Scrubber Staff
Working time, Low sulphur bunker suppliers, Scrubber Suppliers, Scrubber price,
Number of Crew prefer and Number of ship routs are taken as independent variables,
and the willingness to install the desulfurization tower is selected as the dependent
variable to carry out the binary Logistic regression. The results are shown in the table
below:

Table 11. Model Summary

Binary regression needs to evaluate "Overall significance test of model" and "-2 Log
likelihood" (i.e. - 2LL). The smaller the value of "Overall significance test of model"
is, the better the overall significance test of model is. The smaller the value of -2LL
is, the greater the likelihood value reflecting the regression equation is, indicating the
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better the fitting degree of the model is; otherwise, it means the worse the fitting
degree of the model is. Cox & Snell R2 and Nagelkerke R2 play the same role as R2
in linear regression, indicating the interpretation percentage. The -2LL of the
regression model is 175.490; Cox & Snell R2 is 0.494; Nagelkerke R2 is 0.660,
indicating that the interpretation degree of the model reaches 66.0%, which is
relatively better.

Table 12. Classification Table a

From table 12, it can be seen that the overall prediction accuracy of the model is
84.6%. Among them, the prediction accuracy of choosing to install desulfurization
tower is 75.4%, and the prediction accuracy of choosing to use low sulfur oil is
92.3%. The prediction effect of this study is preferable. In particular, the prediction
accuracy of not choosing to install desulfurization tower is as high as 92.3%, which
indicates that factors in regression are relatively scientific and effective on a
secondary side.
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Table 13. Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

From the results of goodness of fit test in table 13, the null hypothesis of Hosmer and
Lemeshow test is to make the model fit data well. From the significance test result of
the final model, Sig.=0.228 is not significant at the level of 0.05, and null hypothesis
is accepted.

Table 14. Variables in the Equation

It can be seen from the above table 14 that most of the seven variables in the binary
Logistic regression of variables selected by Chi-square test for enterprises to still
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using desulfurization tower or using low sulfur oil have reached a significant level,
indicating that these factors have a significant impact on the willingness to continue
using desulfurization tower. As for the number of installed desulfurization tower, the
regression coefficient is 0.035; the corresponding P value is 0.673, and significance
is achieved at the level of 0.01, which means that the number of installed
desulfurization tower has no significant influence on the willingness to continue
using desulfurization tower. As for the scale of employees(staff numbers), the
regression coefficient is 1.171, and the corresponding P value is 0.035, reaching a
significant level at the level of 0.001. This indicates that the scale of employees has a
significant influence on the willingness of employees to still use desulfurization
tower, and there then will be more willingness to give up using scrubber. As
employees become more, the degree of willingness to still use desulfurization tower
will increase 3.224 times; As to the staff’s work time, the regression coefficient is
-0.38, indicating that the work time of staff does not have significant influence on the
willingness to still use the desulfurization tower. Otherwise, there will be more
willingness to give up using scrubber.

As for the Low sulphur bunker supplies, the regression coefficient is 3.077, and the
corresponding P value is 0.000, which reaches a significant level at the level of 0.001,
indicating that the more bunker suppliers is, the more significant the influence on the
no willingness to continue using the Scrubber is. The companies having not too
many Low sulphur bunker suppliers are 21.693 times more willing to use equipment
with scrubber, when compared with those having too many Low sulphur bunker
suppliers; meanwhile, the number of suppliers of the Scrubber has significant
influence on the willingness to use the Scrubber. With the increase of number of
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suppliers of Scrubber, the continuous willingness will also increase.
As for the number of ship routes, the regression coefficient is 0.938, and the
corresponding P value is 0.26, which reaches a significant level at the level of 0.001,
indicating that the more the routes are, the more significant the influence on the
willingness to still use the Scrubber is. Compared with the ship companies having
few shipping routes, the companies with many shipping routes are 7.267 times more
willing to use scrubber equipment. In addition, the scrubber price has significant
influence on the willingness to install the Desulfurization Scrubber. With the
increase of scrubber price, the installation willingness will also decrease.

Table 15. Variable in the Equation

For the number ships, from table 15, the regression coefficient is 0.066, and the
corresponding P value is 0.000, which reaches a significant level at the level of 0.001,
indicating that the more ships, the more significant the influence on the willingness
to still use the Scrubber is. Otherwise, there will be more willingness to give up using
scrubber.

6.4

Results

Most of companies in our survey prefer to use low-sulfur bunker as a measure to
control SOx emissions. From the 143 questionnaires we recovered, there are 87
people (about 61% of the total) believing that crew preferred to use low-sulfur oil
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solutions to control SOx emissions. And 56 people taking up around 39% of the total)
believed that crew preferred continuing scrubber to control SOx emission. Because
the crew are employees who directly operate the ship, their opinions are related to
changing bunker or refuleing easily or not. In addition, crew's preferences are highly
correlated with the company's decision. And the companies in our survey, 55% not
using scrubber any more, and 45% companies still using scrubber ， and in143
questionnaires all the companies are still using Low sulphur bunker. 69% of
interviewees who completed questionnaires believe that shipping bunker prices have
a decisive impact.

After I conducted a regression analysis, I learned that Number of scrubber, Staff
number, Scrubber Supplier and number of ship routs have a positive correlation with
shipping companies' selection of continuously using scrubber to control SOx
emission. With an increase in the number of dependent variables above (Ship number,
Staff number, Number of ship routes ), it is more likely that shipping companies will
choose to continue using scrubber. Scrubber price and the Low sulphur bunker
suppliers have a negative correlation with the shipping companies choice of still
using scrubber. As the number of the Scrubber price increases and the Low sulphur
bunker supply variables increases, the probability of shipping companies’ still using
scrubber becomes smaller. The employees' working time and the number of Scrubber
has no significant relationship with whether the enterprise will choose to continue
using a scrubber or not. It is showing that your working time in the shipping
company will not affect the decision making.

However, when we further analyze the positively-related influencing factors and find
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that Number of ship，Number of scrubber, Staff number,and Number of ship routes
are all related to the size of the enterprise, these factors determine the size of the
enterprise. And the suppliers of bunker and scrubber also have positive effects on
still using scrubber.

And according to the data from“ APPENDIX: Ⅲ. The data collection from survey”,
it is clear that among the 54.55% of shipping companies in China are now only using
low-sulfur bunker, no matter whether they once used scrubber or not, and 90% of
them have no more than 40 ships.Therefore, as far as the current Chinese market is
concerned, most shipping companies use low-sulfur oil to control SOx emissions and
some of them are also still using scrubber. 26.1% of total respondents claim that Low
sulphur bunker supply is what most companies in China pay attention to. The
regression results show that the results of the interview are credible.

Chapter 7. Conclusion
In the whole paper, I analyzed the research question step by step. Firstly, I got the
NPV and IRR for both measures to control SOx emission. And secondly, in the
interview I got the information that large scale companies in China still use scrubber,
although the IRR is bad, and I got the factors still use scrubber or not. Finally the
Regression could prove the results of interview within a small group to a wide
shipping industry situation. In all cash flow calculations, the use of Low sulphur
bunker is of the worst NPV and good IRR, but the increase in investment costs
caused by it is less, and the reconstruction of ships is not much, so it is also the direct
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choice for most ship companies. Although the price of Low sulphur bunker has
greatly affected the economical efficiency and cost effectiveness of the measure.
Especially in this period, due to the increase in the suppliers of Low sulphur bunker,
and decrease the price difference between high sulphur bunker and Low sulphur
bunker.

Therefore, the use of Low sulphur bunker is the most direct choice to meet the
sulphur emission control and also a minimal risk option for shipping companies,
which will not put huge pressure on the cash flow of shipping companies in the short
term and will not affect the companies by sudden technical accidents. However, the
quality of low-sulfur bunker and its impact on the ship's engine also exist. With the
more and more strict requirements on bunker sulfur content, the types of bunkers will
continue to increase, which is also a challenge for shipping companies.

The installation of scrubber is of more profitability due to the better NPV than the
use of Low sulphur bunker but the IRR is the worst. It is an appropriate choice to
install the tail gas treatment equipment in ocean routes. Although the increase in the
cost caused by this measure is small, but the up-front investment is a relatively large
investment only affordable for state-owned shipping enterprises with the large cash
flow.

And for large companies in China, continuing to use desulfurization towers is an
important way for companies to share risk. Scrubber is still a good solution when
sulfur control policies continue to change. But technical risks and low oil prices still
have a huge impact on scrubber. More and more small and medium shipping
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companies in China are giving up using scrubber. At this moment, scrubber not a
good choice.

Figure 19. OOCL Low sulphur bunker fee adjustment
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Figure 20. Sealand and Interasia Low sulphur bunker fee adjustment

Figure 21. Wanhai and SITC Low sulphur bunker fee adjustment
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Table 16. Influenced ship lines distribution

No matter which way is chosen to control sulphur emissions, the changes in shipping
costs construction are inevitable. Through the notices on the increase of low sulphur
bunker surcharge from several shipping companies in China, it can be seen that

all

shipping companies from large shipping companies, such as OOCL, to small and
medium-sized shipping companies, such as SITC and WAN HAI, have started to
raise freight rates, and specifically marked the increase as the Low sulphur bunker
surcharge, including INTERASIA LINES SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. From the table
16 showing that also has started to charge the low sulphur bunker surcharge covering
hundreds of lines in most parts of the world from African lines to Australian lines as
well as European India–Pakistan line. This fact shows that most companies in China
are using low-sulfur bunker.
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At the same time, the new technology of using LNG for shipping also becomes a
new point for shipping industry, but it depends on the development of the technical.
Because there are several reasons(Mori, 2012):
(1) The cost of ship reconstruction is high, and the endurance is weak
Although the volume of LNG storage tanks is small, the system is complicated and
the layout is difficult. Moreover, the maximum endurance of ships currently
bunkered by LNG ship is only 22 days.
(2) The supporting infrastructure is seriously insufficient

At present, the global marine bunker supply system has established a completed
supply network, but the global LNG station is still unable to meet the demand. In
particular, China's LNG facilities have been developed late, unevenly distributed, and
the overall supply is difficult to meet demand. The challenge for shipping companies
to shift risk to the supply chain is also growing (Billing, 2020). Furthermore, in the
current state of the epidemic, the shutdown of the shipping market have brought new
challenges to the shipping industry in China.

Chapter 8. Suggestions
First, at the national level, the Chinese government has started to support the
production of low-sulfur oil,such as tax exemption policies and more investment in
technology. Traditionally, support from the national level must have the following
conditions: First, this technology can quickly and effectively absorb innovations and
obtain new production capacity associated with new technologies; second, this
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product has huge market potential, and is expected to achieve sustained high-speed
growth in this product; third, the correlation coefficient with other industries is large,
which can drive the development of related industries. This shows that low-sulfur oil
has at least the above conditions, so low-sulfur oil has huge benefits for the entire
country's industrial structure under economies of scale. Hence, in the future the Low
sulphur bunker is a good choice in China context.

Secondly, at the enterprise level, with the development of Blockchain technology.
Some large-scale enterprises with a large number of ships can use Blockchain
technology to predict the future price of oil and the difference in high sulphur bunker
and Low sulphur bunker. Although it is not very clear to choose a method for SOx
control, it is possible to choose a variety of methods in a suitable ratio to control
sulfur emissions simultaneously.
Finally, as for small shipping companies in China, it is necessary to analyze their
own capital flow, and at the same time through the purchase forecast data with
databases such as Clarkson. Through the analysis of internal and external data, the
acceptable cost range is determined, and low-sulfur oil is preferred within the range.

In addition, new technologies are emerging one after another. LNG and shore power
technologies are also constantly advancing. The advantages and disadvantages of
these new technologies are also obvious. When these new technologies are not
mature enough, small shipping companies should not try them easily. Large shipping
companies in China can appropriately join their own options to diversify risks.
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APPENDIX:Ⅰ. The Information Letter of
Interview
Thank you for taking time to accept my interview. my interview is a Master thesis
project to obtain some information about the reasons or factors of how to choose the
solution to control SOx emission, and this interview with you is part of the research
(The whole research includes a survey and a interview). During the interview
processing, we will record all the interview content, and some information will be
recorded by hand writing paper. If the interview involves people, places, or
organizations that you do not want to mention, you can use a symbol to replace it.
The in-depth qualitative interview lasts for about 60 minutes. It could be longer or
shorter. Besides, respondents can withdraw from the project at any time after the
interview if you have any discomfort.
If you have any questions concerning the project, please do not hesitate to contact me.
The study has been confirmed to the Data Protection Official for Research, NSD Norwegian Centre for Research Data.

(Signed by participant, date)
Contact information：
Peng Guan
World Maritime University
Fiskehamnsgatan 1, 21118 Malmö, Sweden
(P.O. Box500, 20124, Malmö, Sweden)
Email：1263290364@qq.com
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APPENDIX:Ⅱ.The Interview Record Form
No.

Time

Location
Company of

Interviewee

Position

the
Interviewee

Email

Questioner

Note-keeper

Interview opening:
Hello, I am a master student of International Maritime University (ITL). Since the IMO
is about to implement MARPOL convention worldwide to limit sulfur emissions from
ships and reduce environmental pollution from ships. I am currently conducting an
interview on whether shipping companies choose to install desulfurization scrubber to
reduce sulfur emissions or use low-sulfur oil to reduce sulfur emissions. So if I may, take
you a few precious minutes to complete this interview. This interview is mainly
conducted in the form of Q & A. The interview content will be kept strictly confidential!
To ensure the effectiveness of the interview, please answer each question truthfully. The
interview will take approximately 15-20 minutes to complete. If there is no doubt, let's
get started!
Contents:
Q: Please briefly describe the scope and content of your work.
A：
Q: Are your company still using scrubber for control SOx emission and your company also
using Low sulphur bunker or not?
A:
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Q: Which kind scale of your company?
A:
Q: Is your company still using scrubber to control SOx emissions and is your company also
using Low sulphur bunker?
A:
Q: What is the disadvantage of using scrubber that your company cannot accept？
A：
Q: What is the disadvantage of using Low sulphur bunker that your company cannot accept？
A:
Q: Will oil prices affect your company’s decision making?
A：
Q: What do you think is the first thing to consider when choosing to give up using scrubber or
use low-sulfur oil?
A:
Q: Why your company consider this factor in the first place？
A：
Q: Is there any new policy afflicting your company’s make choice?
A:
Steps of Interview: (1) Observe the interview site; (2) Draw subjects; (3) Start the interview
and record (4) Reflect and evaluate the interview
Privacy statement:
1. This survey does not involve any personal privacy and business confidential information.
2. All survey related information will be encrypted and saved in the computer and destroyed
after the study.
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APPENDIX:Ⅲ. The Information Letter of
Survey
Thank you for taking time to accept my survey. My survey is a Master thesis project
to obtain some information about how shipping companies

choose their way to

control SOx emission, and this survey with you is part of the research (The whole
research includes a survey and a interview). In order to work on the project of how
the IMO MARPOL Convention affects shipping companies’ choices to reduce sulfur
pollution emissions. The questionnaire should be completed by people who are
aged over 18 or

adults. Please read each question carefully and tick a box to

indicate your answer. In most cases you will only have to tick one box but
please read the questions carefully as sometimes you will need to tick more
than one box. Once you have finished, please take a minute to check whether
you have answered all the questions that you should have answered. Once
you have completed the questionnaire, please return by Email or We-chat or
Facebook by 1st May 2020. If you have any queries about the questionnaire,
please do not hesitate to contact me. Besides, you can withdraw from the project
at any time if you are uncomfortable. The study has been confirmed to the Data
Protection Official for Research, NSD - Norwegian Centre for Research Data.
Contact information：
Peng Guan
World Maritime University
Fiskehamnsgatan 1, 21118 Malmö, Sweden
(P.O. Box500, 20124, Malmö, Sweden)
Email：1263290364@qq.com
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APPENDIX:Ⅳ. The Survey Questionnaire
Dear Sir and Madam;
Hello! I am a Master student from World Maritime University. In order to work on
the project of how the IMO MARPOL Convention affects shipping companies’
choices to reduce sulfur pollution emissions, and give advice for shipping
companies to choose a more economical method, especially the information get
form this survey,your suggestions will be highly valuable information to my future
research. Thank you very much for taking

time to fill out this questionnaire!

Question 1. How long have you been working in this position?

(

)

Question 2. How many ships are there in your company？

(

)

Question 3. How many Desulfurization scrubbers are installed on ships that belong
to your company?

(

Question 4. The cost of scrubber is a huge expense for your company ? (

)
)

A. Not at all
B. Acceptable
C. Expensive
D. Can not afford
Question 5. How many routs your company need to sailing？
A.

X＜10

B.

10≤X＜20

C. 20≤X＜30
D.

30≤X＜50

E. 50≤X
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(

)

Question 6.Are there enough companies to provide desulfurization tower
installation technology for your company?
A.

Not at all

B.

Hard to find supplies

(

)

C. Few supplies
D.

Able to meet demand

E. A lot supplies
Question 7.Are there enough companies to provide Low sulphur bunker for your
company?

(

)

A. A lot supplies
B. Able to meet demand
C. Few supplies
D. Hard to find supplies
E. Not at all
Question 8. How many staff are there in your company? X=Number of staff
(
A.

X＜20

B.

20≤X＜100

)

C. 100≤X＜300
D.

300≤X＜1000

E. 1000≤X
Question 9. Which factor is the first consideration in choosing a solution to reduce
sulfur emissions in your company ?

(

A.Low sulphur bunker supply
B.Bunker price changing
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)

C.Technology risk
D.New technology
E. Investment cost
F. Company scale
Question10. Which plan to control sulphur emission is CREW prefer
implementation?

(

)

1.- Installation of desulfurization tower
0. -Use low-sulfur bunker
Question 11. Are your company still using scrubber to deal with the
implementation of MARPOL convention?
(

)

A.- Installation of Desulfurization tower
B. -Use low-sulfur bunker
Question 12.
(

Bunker price in your company plays a decisive role ？

)

A. Yes
B. No
Privacy statement:
1. This survey does not involve any personal privacy and business confidential
information.
2. All survey-related information will be encrypted and saved in the computer and
destroyed after the study.
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APPENDIX:Ⅴ. The Data Collect from
Survey
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APPENDIX:Ⅵ. Japan Shipping Bunker
Price from Winter Database
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APPENDIX:Ⅶ. Shanghai Shipping
Bunker Price from Clarkson Database
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